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WAKES /// President’s Report

The 2022 Water Ski season was remarkable. Fifteen tournaments spanning three months. More participation than we have seen in years, good scores 
and most importantly, great fun! 

Ontario was once again well represented on the international stage, with many of our skiers globetrotting to compete at the senior worlds, the Pan Am’s 
and numerous prestige events in the U.S. Our emphasis on hosting world class, Record Capable/ World Ranking List sanctioned events has helped our 
skiers of all ages to gain the scores necessary to compete at world class events. 

Unfortunately, staging RC/WRL sanctioned tournaments continues to strain the limited availability of the necessary officials needed to stage these 
tournaments. We will continue to schedule Class 1 rated tournaments through 2023 in an effort to help develop more officials who can be rated for 
record events. Ontario is blessed with so many sites suitable for competitive skiing, and while scores from Class 1 tournaments are used for Water Ski 
Canada ratings, they are also ideal for introducing new skiers to competition through the Learn-to-Compete class. They are the necessary base for 
developing the officials we so desperately need to continue at all sanction classes. Class 1 tournaments are typically run to RC/WRL standards (almost 
all of the tournament sites on the schedule have been homologated to RC standards) but are always more relaxed. And most offer more rounds per day, 
meaning more skiing, better value and more fun!

The Ontario Junior Team program with its multi-level system and managed so successfully by Jason and Jaime McClintock continues to flourish, 
bringing both new excited faces and exceptional athlete development. This program is unique to Canadian water skiing. Not only is it producing 
exceptional athletes, it is also developing wonderful young people. We can be proud of all of them for their dedication and commitment. Congratulations 
to Jason and Jaime for doing what they do so well.

The heart of Ontario Water Ski l beats with the many families who make our sport possible. Unlike so many sports where children and parents come and 
go on their own, water ski has a special and unique family element. Regardless of who skis - child, mother, father, all or just some – the family attends 
an event together. They socialize and encourage collectively. They share the successes, the highs and the lows, always with good spirit and enthusiasm. 
Our seasons would not be the same without the family involvement that makes Water Ski what it is.

Moving into 2023, Water Ski will be investing heavily in new technical equipment geared to meet the demands of WSWC and the IWWF. New cameras, 
video recording and replay systems combined with more reliable wireless transmission/receiver sets will ensure our tournaments are easier to set up 
and use for all concerned. As we saw with the addition of SurePath in 2021-22, new technology improves the quality of our events and ensures we meet 
the highest international standards. As has been the case for many years, having good equipment is only as good as the people behind it, and again our 
hats are off to the “A-Team” - Jeff McClintock and Ted Collins, ably assisted by Terry Jones, without whose combined talents, expertise and commitment 
Water Ski could not function. 

2023 promises to be another exciting year for Traditional skiing. The support from the Water Ski Wakeboard Ontario Board of Directors and the 
exceptional work from Office Administrator Jaclyn Cavasin makes an inspired, committed team that will guarantee our success. Beyond the board - to all 
of our members - there is room for volunteers to help with all aspects of Traditional Water Ski. Be assured that you don’t have to be on the BoD to make 
a difference. Step up, step in and make things happen!

To all of the athletes, the parents, the officials and the hosts, thank you for another great year. We look forward 
to seeing you all again in 2023. 

On behalf of the Water Ski Committee,

Stephen Collins, 
Chair, WSWO Traditional

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Here we are at the end of another season, 2022 certainly allowed for a much-needed return to form for much of the water sports world! Clubs, Camps, 
Schools and Public access water ways certainly found ways to bounce back from a couple of difficult seasons and I can remember seeing water ways 
packed with boating enthusiasts of all kinds no matter what the weather! 

I want to use this report to thank our ever-expanding membership base. All of us on the Waterski Wakeboard Ontario (WSWO) board are thankful for 
your commitment to support our organization. Without the variety of disciplines across Ontario, WSWO could not exist as it does. We are hopeful that 
our growing programs which are meant to help provide opportunity to all members regardless of which type of water sport you prefer is showcasing our 
appreciation accordingly! 

Additionally, I want to formally thank our Board of Directors. These volunteers work tirelessly, communicating with the Government of Ontario, working 
to fulfill the needs of our membership base, and doing their best to continue to be innovative in the way that WSWO evolves with the rapidly changing 
environment surround the use of waterways, both public and private. These positions often require tough decision making and require extra hours at 
the end of the work week to ensure programming is in place for the coming season while also closing out the previous. I cannot express my gratitude 
enough for everyone who willingly gives their time on this board. Thank you! 

I would also be remiss if I did not acknowledge the incredible job that Jaclyn does for us in the WSWO office. She is an incredible asset to our 
organization and I know I speak for the entire board when we say that we are so grateful for her time and effort on our behalf. 

In conclusion, all of us at WSWO look forward to 2023 with much anticipation and we are hopeful that everyone is doing the same! Although there are a 
number of cold winter months ahead, I know that many of you will be getting in the water as soon as the ice thaws. WSWO will continue to advocate for 
our members with the Waterski Wakeboard Canada Board and the Ontario Government in hopes of creating an even better season for 2023! Until then, 
stay safe! 

Sincerely  

Andrew Bergman
Waterski Wakeboard Ontario President
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RESULTS

Ontario continues to grow amazing competitive athletes and 2022 was no exception. Here is a list of our athlete medals and performances at the 
Canadian and International levels. Congratulations to all our athletes.
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By: Renee Hessian
Photo Credit: David Crowder

A private treed lake, full of fish and birds. A brand new Malibu ski boat. A warm sunny day. An experienced coach. This all greeted our novice skiers, 
aged from 7 to 11, as they arrived to Loch Cameron, Carp, Ontario to put on waterskies for the first time. Our goal was to have novice girls come to ski 
and progress during a 3 day ski camp. 

Instead of excluding boys, who also wanted to learn to ski, we found a representative focus for our camp, the “Bring your Sister camp”. Boys were 
welcome and were encouraged to bring their sister, neighbour or any other girl that they knew who might want to learn how to ski. 

Each participant had rapid skills development and completed up to 4 “sets” per day.

WAKES /// Dare To Get Bare

All successes were captured by our budding photographer Alec Allison.

It takes a village to teach skiing, and we had a village! We had volunteers baking vegan sweets, chopping vegetables and fruit, shuttling equipment of all 
sizes across the city and sourcing shore supervisors. We needed in-between ski activities so enter spear fishing, marshmallow roasting, nail polishing 
and make up application. The site was groomed, sprayed for wasps and raked for days prior to the camp.

The last day and twelfth set were celebrated with a BBQ and dessert. We hope that everyone continues with their skiing and hope to have our novices 
all return in the future, maybe this summer, to start to tackle the 6 buoys that make up the waterski course.

As the owners, we learned as much as the skiers did during this event. We learned that novices of this age learn fast, can eat lots of cut up fruit and 
appreciate the little things about the lake including sticks that can be made into spears to try and catch fish. They focus more on their successes than 
their failures and found great camaraderie, as well as escape from the city. We caution anyone starting a ski experience with younger skiers as you will 
need a manager on shore, as there is a lot of energy there!

Funds were generously offered from the Ontario government through Water Ski Wakeboard Ontario to help defray the costs of the experience. With 
this funding the skiers had a great launch into the sport. The lake was essentially shut down for the camp, so that play could happen between skiing 
adventures. We felt that it was important to try and include children in our program, but in a way that was fun and separate from the membership. Most 
of our membership don’t see the fun in trying to catch fish with a stick between sets!

WAKES /// Dare To Get Bare

The youngest participant, at 7 years old, had the 
greatest style points and made all the way down 

the lake on the boom. 

‘Bring Your Sister Camp’
at Loch Cameron Waterski Training Center

The oldest participant transitioned though skiing with two skis and could get up 
briefly on one. We know that her water skiing career will be bright!

 At the end of three days we had one participant skiing loops around the 
lake on one ski, hanging on with one hand at the corners. He had long 
left the other ski behind.  We are not sure where he will end up as he 

also likes racing bikes.
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WAKES /// Making a Splash

[ ]MAKING A SPLASH

On Monday, July 25th Water Ski Wakeboard Ontario hosted a fantastic day on a lake near Puslinch, Ontario. 

People with different types of disabilities were given the opportunity to try water skiing, most for the very first time! It was a sunny day 

that shone down on the participants and shed a light on the opportunities available to participate in adaptive sports.

WAKES /// Making a Splash

The sense of community throughout was incredible.

People who were newly injured were able to speak with 

those with lived experience and get inspiration about how 

they can live their life going forward. They got to experience 

firsthand that while the view may be different than before 

there is still opportunity for a thrilling ride.

The Unstoppable Tracy Schmidt showed that a positive 

attitude and a thirst for life can lead you to a world of new 

and wonderful experiences. 

One of SCIO’s Regional Services Coordinators Hayler 

Geller-Klein, who was on hand to help with the day 

commented “this day provides people with such freedom. 

They get on the water and they feel so free!”
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For many, this was the first social gathering in over two 

years. This wouldn’t have been possible without the help 

and support of our incredible volunteers including Paul 

Roberts the site and boat owner, National WSWO Coaches 

Dave Wassil, Lisa Williams and Jake Thomas and Nimbus 

HR Solutions volunteer Carrie Thomas. A special thank you 

to Nimbus HR Solutions for the tasty lunch.

After the thrill of the waves, some of the participants were 

even able to try out Jake Thomas’s nifty off-road three-

wheel handcycle to see yet another adaptive sport. Jake 

has spoken to our community before about the healing 

properties of sport and how the joy of getting back on the 

water after his own injury helped him to realize he could still 

enjoy the activities he loved before, he was just closer to the 

surface now!

Thank you to all who made this wonderful day happen and 

thank you to the participants who took the opportunity to 

experience the freedom and thrills of the day. The feedback 

was so positive with so many saying they would do this 

again. With the right planning and supports, we hope we 

can.

SHOW SKI CANADA

There is one thing for certain about show skiing in Ontario: Our athletes are incredibly passionate about the sport.

With a dedicated committee of Todd Hounsome, Lindsay McKenzie, Charlie Newlands, Sandy Becherand Jordan Long, we weathered the COVID storm 
and have been able to select the most talented team of skiers that have ever come together to represent Canada for the 2022 tournament.  Show Ski 
Canada’s future has never looked better.

The pandemic gave us the time necessary to plan and create the new Show Ski Canada Development Team.  Which now is a great feeder program for 
young athletes to get involved with show skiing. With thousands of people watching waterski shows in Muskoka, Ontario every summer, we knew that 
there was a greater pool of recreational cottage waterskiing to tap into and grow the sport of show skiing in our country. 

In the summer of 2020, a development team application was advertised on social media and we formed a team of 35 brand new show skiers, keen and 
ready to learn how to perform the tricks they’ve watched in ski shows for years. Lindsay McKenzie (a show ski veteran and committee member) was 
given the monumental task as program director of the Development Team. A program which we hope to grow in the coming years, as we work towards 
the next worlds in Australia. She collaborated with Longford Mills Ski Club, and with the help of her team members – some of Canada’s best show skiers 
– volunteering time to coach at these clinics, the development team was able to put together an end-of-summer ski show of their very own. It Is amazing 
that we now have a program and pathway for people to get into the sport.

After only the first season, three development team members were called up to the competitive roster to ski with Team Canada at the 2022 World 
Tournament.

The 2022 World Tournament show production committee consisting, Charlie Newlands (show director), announcers Geoff Hulet and Jim Banting, Avery 
Ditmars (sound crew), and Jenna Newlands (costumes) have been working hard over the winter to bring our show to life. Show Ski Canada would also 
like to extend a HUGE thank you to Kevin Hayes and all our friends at Lakeland, our host team! We wouldn’t be where we are today with our dedicated 
committee. 
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WAKES /// Show Ski Canada

Show Ski Canada has come a long way in 10 years. We began with a group of passionate waterski friends from a waterski school and show team called 
Summer Water Sports (SWS) in 2012. Since then, we have been fortunate to join forces with Fern Resort and; their ski school, providing us with a 
training site, as well as some fabulous skiers. With the support of these establishments, the Show Ski Canada committee has been able to make huge 
strides over the past couple of years for the future of our program – including starting our development team to bring new skiers in, establishing our 
funding model to continue growing our sport. Our efforts these past few years have also allowed us to have the largest number of applications to date – 
over 100 Canadians applied to our program, allowing us to put together our most competitive roster yet!  With now 52 people noting skiing as their main 
interest and 23 people as their second interest on their membership.   This will continue to grow as more people get involved with show skiing. 

Show Ski Canada performed 2 amazing shows on Saturday and Sunday but fell short of the podium 13.4 points. It was great to see the amazing shows 
put on by the other countries and see the huge improvements from all the countries. A huge congratulations goes out to Jordan Long for being named 
Male tournament MVP.  This was an amazing honor based on the talent at the tournament.  New this year was an individual competition which Team 
Canada had a very strong showing in. 

Freestyle Ski Jumping Competition  
Taylor West - 5th Place 
Jordan Long - 9th Place 
David Brandstette 12th place 
Austin Artichvk 14th Place
Darby Paddon 15th Place 
 
Swivel Competition 
Carly Jones 7th Place 

If you are looking to get involved in show skiing please email ShowSkiCanada@WSWC.com

And We Will Ski You Later! 

Geordie Newlands 
#Letsgoskishow 

[]2022 BAREFOOT ARTICLE

     The 2022 Barefoot season continued to recover from the Covid shutdown.
     Ontario Barefoot Council (OBC) organized a series of fun and sanctioned events for the 2022 season. 

ICEBREAKER

The season kicked off on June 19th with a fun slalom, boom trick and trick tournament at Pine Lake in Gravenhurst. Special thanks to the Spence, 
Henry, and Goddard families for the use of their boats and facilities. 

DREAM LAKE DAY
 
The Ontario Barefoot Council (OBC) returned to Dream Lake, a spectacular site for barefoot that was the site of the 2018 World Barefoot 
Championships. Unfortunately, that property had changed hands but this summer the new owners, the Eller family, opened the site for the day. With a 
world class site and perfect conditions, the event ran smoothly. 

CANADIAN NATIONAL BAREFOOT CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022

The 2022 Barefoot National Championships were held at shared sites in the Muskoka area, an area that has not hosted Nationals since 1995!!! Slalom 
and tricks were at Bush’s Watersports Park in Bala while jump and freestyle boom were held on Pine Lake in Gravenhurst. These events never run 
themselves. The Ontario Barefoot Council (OBC) along with Ryan, Steve and Trevor at Bush’s made sure the sites were competition ready. Special 
thanks to the Brunet & Weekes family for providing the Sanger towboats. Additional thanks to the Spence family for the use of their property for the jump 
event. World class driver, Richard Gray, flew in from British Columbia to drive the tournament in preparation for his driving duties at the 2023 World 
Barefoot Championships in Mulwala Australia. Additional judging from world ranked judges, Alan Moynes and Duane Godfrey ensured all competitors 
had world class officials for this event.

The actual Nationals competition resulted with the overall champions being Brem Allen in the Elite Men’s division and Becky Meyer in the Elite Women’s 
division, Mathis Lariviere Boys, Taylor Nullmeyer, Men’s 1, Christina Nadalin, Women’s 1, Joey Cerutti Men’s 2, Daniel Lariviere, Men’s 3, Dean Goddard 
Men’s 4, Morgan Allen, Men’s 5, Mike Spence, Men’s 6, and Ross Holden, Men’s 9. 

CANADIAN NATIONAL BAREFOOT CHAMPIONSHIPS 2023 

The 2023 Canadian Barefoot Championships are scheduled for August 25-27, 2023, at Canal Soulanges in Les Cedres, Quebec. This site has hosted 
numerous events over the years. The organizing team led by Daniel Lariviere with the help of the Ontario organizers will once again deliver a world class 
event. Planned are a boom division for up-and-coming competitors, a kneeboard challenge as well as a Boom Freestyle Event. Mark your calendars! 
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WAKES /// 2022 Barefoot Article

2022 IWWF WORLD MASTERS BAREFOOT CHAMPIONSHIPS

Canada was well represented at the World Masters with Canadian team members Gordie Croteau and Marcel Brunet, along with Men’s competitor, 
Bennet Pearl. 

Held at the Utopia River Ranch in San Marcos, Texas on September 26 to October 1st, this was the first IWWF event specifically for the Masters 
division. Congratulations to Marcel placing 6th overall, Gordie placing 16th overall and Bennett placing 24th overall. 

Special recognition goes to Gordie Croteau who won the Senior Men’s 3 jump event at the 2022 IWWF World Masters Barefoot Jump tournament. 
He set a Senior Men’s 3 world record of 16.8 metres, dominating the jump event. Congratulations to Gordie on his world record jump performance. 

WAKES /// 2022 Barefoot Article

TAYLOR NULLMEYER
CANADIAN BAREFOOTER
OF THE YEAR FOR 2021

Taylor Nullmeyer was recognized as the 2021 
Barefooter at the 2022 Barefoot Nationals

This award is different than the Barefoot Athlete 
award. The Barefoot Canada Council chooses an 
individual who contributes to the stability and growth 
of the sport. When he arrived on the barefoot scene 
3 years ago, Taylor’s enthusiasm for the sport was 
infectious. His encouragement to other competitors 
has grown the ranks of the younger divisions. Taylor 
has pushed himself to improve his skiing skills beyond 
his perceived abilities year after year! As a member of 
Show Ski Canada as well, Taylor’s overall passion for 
towed water sports is evident

Taylor dedicates much of his time to training both 
on and off the water, as well as developing and 
supporting other barefoot athletes. His positive 
attitude, stoke, and volunteerism in helping develop 
the Barefoot Canada social media has helped to 
promote the sport and garner new excitement that 
will be hugely beneficial to growing the sport of 
Barefooting in Canada. Congratulations to Taylor on 
this award! Well deserved.

The competition season finished off late in December 
with Ontario skiers Christina Nadalin, Taylor 
Nullmeyer, Christian Richards and Duane Godfrey 
participating in the Mike Salber Memorial tournament 
in Polk County Florida on December 10th.

2021 Canadian Barefooter of the Year Taylor Nullmeyer (r) 
with fellow competitor Christina Nadalin 
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Wake sports in Ontario enjoyed another exciting year of growth in 2022 with 
more events, schools and camp programs coming back on stream as pandemic 
restrictions eased!   by @wakeontario

Buoyed by a boost in recreational participation and record equipment sales during the pandemic, wake 
sports further established its prominence as one of Ontario’s most popular family water sports. Not only were 
event competitor numbers up, with strong bumps in novice and women wakeboarders and wakeskaters, but 
there was also an increase in the number wake sports schools which surged to over 50 across the province.          

WAKE SPORTS KICK
INTO HIGH GEAR!

Riley Dillon    
Photo: Brennan Grange

It’s the highest number of wake sports schools operating to date, 
offering lessons in wakeboarding, wakesurfing, wakeskating and 
now wake foiling! One of the biggest schools, Muskoka Wake 
employed 45 instructors to keep up with demand! 
A full list of wake schools can be found at WakeCanada.ca.

      @WAKEONTARIO SERIES
Ontario hosted six events this past summer including the Na-
tional Wake Park (Cable) Championships. The @WakeOntario 
Wakeboard & Wakeskate Series kicked off with Planet Bayou 
Wake Park’s “Grasscutter Classic” in Shelburne, ON. The 
“Grasscutter” provided a preview of the course set-up for the 
Nationals scheduled there in late summer. Featuring it’s signa-
ture start pool with a mix of down rail, wall and grass rides, 
Planet Bayou offered a cable set-up with something for every 
level. Standout riders included: Dary Znebel, Jordan Sulli-
van, Wake Purdy and Maddox Matte in Pro Wakeboard Men. 
Coti Scaglia, Kelsey Chiappa, Kat Shirriff and Syd McHugh 
in Pro Women. Connor Gilbert and Shane Edwards in Junior 
Boys. Lexi Noakes and Emma Brearley in Junior Women.

The “Own The Stone” event showcased the brand new 
facilities of Bluestone Wake Park in Clinton, ON featuring 
separate cables for beginner, intermediate and advanced rid-
ers. It was awesome to see such a big turnout in the novice 
and intermediate categories there! Standout riders included: 
Coti Scaglia and Kat Shirriff in Pro Women. Riley Dillon and 
Dary Znebel in Pro Men. Gracie Gilbert and Lexi Noakes 
in Advanced  Women. Connor Gilbert and Cory Znebel in 
Advanced Men.

The Wake Boat Provincial Championship and Wake Park 
Provincial Championship were part of the Wake Canada 
Nationals Series and held on back to back August weekend 

            Jordan Sullivan  Photo: Brennan Grange

Makayla Petrie   Olivia Watson   Photo: Mike Case
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days at Spray Lake and the Ranch Wake Park in Newmar-
ket, ON. Standouts at Boat Provincials included Ontario’s 
famed allround rider Dary Znebel nosing out Alberta’s up-
coming National Team rider Joey Gurr in Pro Men. And in 
Pro Women, Ontario’s top ranked National Team rider of 
past year’s, Makayla Petrie coming out of retirement to take 
the win over upcoming National Team rider Callie Zellenrath. 
Dary also managed to come out on top in Pro Wakeskate.

The Wake Park Provincials featured tight battles between 
Ontario’s top National Team riders in both male and female 
categories. Riley Dillon bested Dary Znebel in Pro Men, 
while Katherine Shirriff outscored Kelsey Chiappa in Pro 
Women. Pro wakeskaters Jordan Sullivan and Austin Farr 
put on high level show of tech and creative tricks with Jordan 
coming out on top!

Groms (age 13 & under) and Juniors (age 14-18) comprised 
the strongest competitor fields in years at Provincials. Stand-
outs included Bode Badger in Wake Park 9 & Under Groms; 
Connor Gilbert in Wake Park Junior Boys; Emma Brearley in 
Wake Park Junior Girls; Max Dizy in Wake Boat Junior Boys; 
and Josh Bekhor in Wake Boat 9 & Under Groms!

A special highlight of the Provincials was the Canadian film 
premiere of the award winning documentary “Au Revoir” 
chronicling the inspiring career of Canada’s Raph Derome, 
the world’s most influential wakeboarder of the past decade! 

The high point of the 2022 season was the National Wake 
Park Championship at Planet Bayou at the end of August. 
Part of the Wake Canada National Series with Canadian 
Team points on the line, it was the country’s largest Wake 
Park championship to date, attracting over 90 participants. It 
also featured the strongest female fields ever in pro women, 
as well as in novice and 9 & under girls! Ontario’s women’s 
camps and clinics run by champion wakeboarders Leslie 
Sparks (Sisterhood Sessions) and Kelsey Chiappa (What Nick Frankruyter  Photo: Mike Case

Connor Gilbert  Photo: Brennan Grange

Grom Girls 9 & Under Alan McLean   Photo: Brennan Grange

Bode Badger  Photo: Gerard Richardson

Pro Women  Wake Park Nationals

Wake Park Ladies Nights) played a pivotal role to help grow 
female participation this past summer!

The podiums at Nationals were dominated by Ontario riders 
with titles going to: Pro Women: Kelsey Chiappa; Pro Men: 
Riley Dillon; Pro Wakeskate: Jordan Sullivan; Junior Girls 
(14-19): Lexi Noakes; Junior Boys: Connor Gilbert; Super 
Grom Girls (10-13): Ayden Swan; Super Grom Boys: 
Maddox Rinaldi; Grom Girls (9 & under): Olivia Watson; 
Grom Boys: Bode Badger.

Complete results and video highlights of the National Series 
events can be found at @WakeOntario instagram.

The 2022 @WakeOntario Series wrapped up in early 
September with “Extracurricular Vol. 1” at the Rail Yard 
Wake Park in Mount Albert, ON featuring a variety of 
fun, team and social events in addition to age group 
competitions. Congrats to Dani Brown winning Open 
Women and Cameron Spalding taking the Open Men!

Shout out to all of the sponsors and supporters of 
the 2022 @WakeOntario Series and National Series 
events, including: Planet Bayou Wake Park; Bluestone 
Wake Park; Rail Yard Wake Park; Ranch Wake Park; 
Sisterhood Sessions; Northline Sports/Boardsports; 
Ronix; Hyperlite; Liquid Force; Slingshot; Follow Wake; 
Mystic Wake; Jordan Shapes; Rip Curl; Sandbox; 
Dragon; Red Bull and the Province of Ontario.

Special thanks to all of the volunteers who helped out, 
including: Todd Spalding, Erika Langman, Brennan 
Grange, Steve Jarrett, Andy Oke, Dary Znebel, Jono 
Boysen, Jon McTavish, Mike Case, Sydney McHugh; 
Leslie Sparks, Nick Frankruyter, Nate Wilcox, Bailey 
McLean, Martin Zeltner and Storey Badger. Kai Stewart  Photo: Brennan Grange
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January 20 – 29, 2023
Enercare Centre, Exhibition Place

TorontoBoatShow.com @TorontoBoatShow.com

NEW!
FIRST LOOK FRIDAY

Friday, January 20, 2023
Marine Trade, Media & Public Preview Day


